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Ericsson successfully deploys OSS 

fulfillment suite for Jio in India  

 Pan-India deployment includes order management, inventory management and 
activation enabling faster onboarding and quality service for end users 

 Jio is the world’s largest LTE only operator and the fastest growing digital services 
company having reached a subscriber base of 100 million in 170 days 

Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC), has successfully deployed an end-to-end OSS fulfillment suite 
for Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited (“Jio”), the world’s fastest-growing operator. This OSS 
deployment includes order management, inventory management and activation solutions. 
The deployment has helped Jio achieve faster onboarding and provide quality service to its 
100 million users.  

Jyotindra Thacker, President, Reliance Jio Infocomm Limited, says: "At Jio, we would like to 
offer a digital lifestyle to our customers. The deployment of the OSS stack by Ericsson, 
which by far is the largest deployment by any single operator anywhere in the world, is 
helping us in critical areas like order management and activation solutions thereby giving 
customers an enhanced user experience.”  

Paolo Colella, Head of Region India, Ericsson, says: "Jio represents one of the largest 
deployments of our OSS platform globally. This business-critical platform is robust, scalable 
and fully supports Jio’s ambitious expansion plans. With proven capabilities in OSS/BSS 
and System Integration, Ericsson will continue to partner Jio in enabling its vision of 
providing a future-ready network for every Indian.” 

Ericsson OSS/BSS service fulfillment solutions are designed to streamline and simplify offer 
creation and automate fulfillment processes. Ericsson’s catalog- and component-based 
approach helps operators better manage the entire product and order lifecycle, giving them 
the service agility they need across all the process areas involved, from planning to 
provisioning to activation.  

 
Ericsson at Mobile World Congress 2017 

Anything can happen on the digital frontier, a promising but undiscovered future. From 

February 27 to March 2 in Barcelona, Spain, Ericsson is demonstrating a collaborative 

approach and innovative solutions to succeed in this arena.  

With our customers and partners, we work across industries, physical boundaries and 

perceived limitations. Join us in Hall 2 or online during MWC 2017 and engage in 

conversations and demonstrations about our favorite things: 5G; platforms and services for 
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IT, Cloud, Networks and TV & Media; connected solutions for industries; the Internet of 

Things; and partnering for success. 

See you there! 
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(+46 10 719 00 00) 

 

Ericsson is a world leader in communications technology and services with headquarters in 

Stockholm, Sweden. Our organization consists of more than 111,000 experts who provide 

customers in 180 countries with innovative solutions and services. Together we are building 

a more connected future where anyone and any industry is empowered to reach their full 

potential. Net sales in 2016 were SEK 222.6 billion (USD 24.5 billion). The Ericsson stock is 

listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on NASDAQ in New York. Read more 

on www.ericsson.com.  
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